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Servus! Welcome!



Servus! Welcome!

This morning we are talking about returning to normal. But as we will see, 
what this means, and why must we go back to normal are much bigger
questions!

This week, you‘ve seen „work as done“ and „work as imagined,“ you‘ve
looked at human error, cognitive science, stress, fatigue and human 
capabilities. 

This morning – we take you further! Into the future and attempt to do 
some crystal ball gazing by looking back at the last year and a half…

My Goal is to make you think differently about how you and your
organisation think about and deliver Human Factors



So What is This? What has it got to do with Human Factors?



Today we have a discussion of two main parts…

1. The not-so-secret dangers to Human Performance as a result
of the Covid Period:

1. What happened when the traffic disappeared?

2. How does it set the stage and reinforce our plans for the
future

2. The future of Human Performance in ATM (and Aviation) 
(and work in general!)

1. Blueprint for Strategy – human performance management

2. Data gathering is here whether we like it or not, so lets
embrace it!

3. Well-being matters more than it ever has. Meaningful, 
flexible work is the future

4. How can we maintain well-being everyday?



Our Culuture – Shared beliefs and behaviours (Safety, Just and Organisational)
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But first, What do we mean by Human Performance?



Part One: What happened when the traffic
stopped?

• Are we still safe without traffic
when we have designed a 
world to never stop?

• What is the short term affect
to HP?

• What about the longer term?



What have we observed at Austro Control?



The evolving future to Human Performance

- We have had occurences where ‚rusty skills‘ were direct contributing
factors. Being out of practice was showing!

- In some cases, Controllers have returned from periods away and not 
quite got up to speed on current procedures

- Monotony does not seem to be a problem in Smaller Airports because
of reported high VFR all year

- May be more of an issue for En-Route than anywhere else

- Skill fade has slightly occured, but not specific skills so much as the
idea of being ‚worked up ready for anything‘ – this ‚skill‘ is considered
Individual Variability

- These individual variabilities are greatly affected by Confidence, 
Resilience, motivation and worry… More could still be done to takle 
this

- Through 2021, as traffic has returned we have seen the pressure
increase a lot.

We proved we were still safe and that ‚technical skills‘ were not 
fading, but something else had been going on…



When traffic came back quickly

Confidence

Novel-situations

Recently qualified
people not tested

Statistically sig. 
Increase in 

Overloads – above
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numbers

More strain from
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Conclusion:

- Less workload caused more
incidents than usual

- Direct result of non-technical
skill fade combined with
limited experience and new
patterns of work



Extending the data… Engineers and MET 
confirm much of the same information but 
also an evolving story
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Engineers supporting ATCOs and vice versa
Figure 6 below shows key human performance indicators

compared between ATCOs, AES and MET staff. 66% of the

ATCO mental workload was low or very low. This is an

indicator of the ‘underloading’ condition. ATCO workload

should be kept at an optimum level to maintain safety.

Conversely, the engineers reported an increase in workload –

where over 52% of respondents indicated that their workload

had increased. This suggests a shift in the task loading of staff

across the company. This can be explained by the fact that even

when there is little air traffic, all operational services such as

radars, radios and weather equipment had to be available and

maintained. With Kurzarbeit, social distancing and remote

working, this increased the workload on engineers. For MET, the

workload distribution is slightly skewed towards higher workload,

however for the majority this workload is normal. There is a small

group who have very high workload and this should be

investigated to identify whether certain operators or support staff

are covering the roles that others should be working, or whether

their demands are too high.

In this case, effort is matching workload relatively well. 

ATCOs are having to work a little harder to maintain less 

workload which shows that it takes effort to be bored (or 

monotonous) as well as taking effort to work hard. AES is 

putting in a lot of effort which matches their high workload 

and for MET, the overall effort is normally distributed against 

the workload. This means that we have evidence that it is not 

necessarily the workload or tasks that are leading to less 

self-rated performance or higher frustrations. It is a 

confirmation that it is likely the non-technical aspects that are 

leading to increased anxiety and decreased confidence. 



The human side…

What is more interesting to note between the three departments is 

the difference in self-rated performance. Usually, we can compare 

this scale against the workloads. Because self-rated performance is 

usually much higher than actual performance (due to individual 

biases), this shows individuals proud and in command of their 

work – even if the workload or task drivers are not always there. For 

ATM and AES this is the case, and we can see the majority of ATM 

and AES is above medium-very high. When self-rated performance 

dips below workload, as in the case of MET , this is a troubling 

indicator that self-esteem and therefore motivation may be 

suffering. Here, we have a some of MET reporting low, or medium 

self-rated performance and this is lower overall than the workload 

scores. It is also correlating with frustration. Taken together, these 

suggest that MET staff are experiencing a larger degradation to their 

confidence and resilience compared to the other two operational 

departments. 

Here again we see similarities between the three 

departments. There is a percentage of staff who are not very 

frustrated (about 30%). Another 30% are highly frustrated. 

The comments provided from staff indicated many of the 

reasons why this is. We found that Zukünftängste (worry 

about the future), media/economic worry and management 

communication were the main reasons causing this 

frustration. This was repeated by both departments. Finding 

similar results means we have strong evidence that the 

picture is likely similar across all of ACG and shows us where 

to work harder as a company. 



What does this all mean? – Setting the stage

The data from our studies has been overwhelming. We have found
indicators across the entire HP Mountain. Almost everything was 
tested from Jobs/Roles matching to People, through the Way we
work (home office, remotely, smaller teams etc) all the way up
through Training and Experience and to individual factors. 

The answer is obvious:

1. Returning to Normal is not ideal. Change has happened already
and we will not go back. We must adjust through policy and 
strategy to capture the good, and improve the bad. 

2. We can no longer ignore Well-being, or pretend that Humans
can adpat to anything and we must strive to rebuild trust and 
match Workload against our talent. 



Part Two: Blueprint for Change

1. The Human Remains Responsible – it will take at least 10 years if

we start now to reconsider licences and who is responsible??

2. Automation Complexity – technology is here but not depoyable yet

3. Human Performance Complexity – where do we focus? Which

topic today matters most? Where do we invest?

4. Multi-disciplinary – how do we bring our current resources

together?

5. Specialists – who do we need to help? 

6. Fewer Incidents means harder to learn – How do we report going

forward?

7. Organisations Maturing

8. Company Strategies – where is your company going?

Why do we need an HP Roadmap? If you do not agree yet

there is more! Sifting through all the research we have found

that:

Abbildung 1 - CANSO Standards of Human 

Performance Excellence



Human Performance Vision

An operation and organisation where 
Human Performance is proactively 

monitored and designed, resulting in a 
balance between the sustainable well-being 

of employees and the demand on their 
human performance from Air Traffic and 

other operational requirements.

• An understanding of the importance of Human 
Performance for our company and operation

• That people are an important part of the operation but the
roles are not always understood

• We have good proceses in place: JC, SC, SACC, TRM, CISM 
etc, but nothing is unified in design or monitoring

• An assumption that our people will mould to solve any
problem

• A Company strategy that includes modernistaion and 
defence against changing airspace

• Symbiotic relationship between Operator and 
Automation

• Fully automated monitoring and control of Human 
Performance agianst traffic and other airspace user
demands

• Sustainable Well-Being and Human Performance 
• Meaningful and designed jobs
• Humans remain a critical part of the system

• A unified Standard of Excellence for Human Performance Management
• That people are a critical part of the operation
• The elevation of Human Performance to a critical Key Performance Indicator
• The cultural understanding that our people cannot simply mould to any situation
• Collective understanding of the defintion of Human, Performance vs System 
• Proactive design of Human Performance into our systems (management of change and 

Transition to change)
• Ensuring we maintain best practice for TRM, C&R, CISM, Selection, Recruitment and 

Operational Monitoring
• Collection of more accurate Human Performance Data

State of the near future (2026-2028)
We want to build:

Future Path 2035+
Where we will be:

• The importance of Human Performance is 
widely known throughout ACG and is led by a 
qualified team of specialists. 

• The characteristics of a more diverse and 
flexible workforce are taken into account in 
improving human performance skills.

• Activities that improve Human Performance are 
fully integrated into the overall organisation.

• Excellence in Human Performance is 
continuously promoted internally and 
externally.

• Rolls and technology are designed, trained and operated with the relative 
strengths of human and machine in mind. 

• The ATM system is designed to be resilient and people can be expected to 
respond in the event of operational or technological issues. 

• The roles continues to be meaningful, engaging and achievable.
• Sustainable Well-being of all staff is priority and is designed into all future 

workspaces, operational demands and rolls.

• Individuals use Human Performance data to better 
understand and improve their own performance.

• Group supervisors, training teams, competency 
assessors, Occurrence Investigations and others use 
HP-data to make operational and personal 
development decisions

• Change Projects use HP data as the basis for design, 
training and implementation decisions.

Current State
We have:

Capabilities

Design and Build

Data Collection and 
Informed Decision

Making

Human Performance Strategy – 2035+

How we will get thereWhere we are going



More and More Automation?

What is expected to change in the next 15 years?
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More Automation may make things worse
- Transition could be more dangerous!

FREE ROUTE AIRSPACE

Gateways

3D PBN Route Network

~FL300
Gateways

ARRIVAL ROUTE

7000 FT
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The role of HP Data – Strategic workload
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For Boxes (20 nm x 20 nm x 3000 ft x 1h): For sectors: 

Combined with weather: 

Link to Complexity and MET
Austro Control has projects for Complexity and MET. 
When HP is overlayed, the power for Supervisors and 
Operational decision making is further enhanced...

For Illustrative purposes so far...



Project Designs, HMI designs



Finally – The Balance of Mental Health



Why are we not listening?



Because we are highly trained operators who do not 
suffer?

Think again: Human Error is almost Consciously Un-
avoidable

45% Lapses 20% Slips
15% 

Knowledge 
Mistakes

19% Planning
Mistakes

80% is Sub-conscious / Automatic

We are at the mercy
of firing / miss-firing

Neuron Connections… 
stronger connections

that are used to
automatic firing will 

fail last…

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fbiology.stackexchange.com%2Fquestions%2F22011%2Fneurons-with-thousands-of-connections-where-are-the-extra-connections-coming-fr&psig=AOvVaw3vHgLCUbS4i85Spf5hGUqm&ust=1610180230620000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLiZ0fryi-4CFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


Non-technical skills can be make or break!

Non-Technical Skills



From Neuroscience to Hugs



But why do we loose focus and Confidence?
Beacuse our brains are wired to be efficient and drop less
important things… like thinking!



Everything hinges on Situational Awareness
But SA can diminish with loss of Confidence and Resilience



Memories and Emotions as gatekeepers



Perceptions only confirm or deny the world

How much of the world do you really see??



Hacking our brains for Confidence and 
Resilience

Human Performance (C&R) increases when we break the
negative learned cycles, when we make mistakes and 

learn from them, when we are aware of our limitations
and when we dare to try new things!



What is Confidnece and Resilience anyway?

Confidence and Resilience are the two
most important ‚non technical skills‘ that

determine day to day and on going
Human Performance… they are essential 

to develop and practice just like any other
skill



Some hints to get going – C and R begins
with forgiving ourselves for being Human…



We have covered a lot today!

Some Conclusions:

1. Covid has shown us that Change has happened. Confidence and 
Resilience is down. Well-being is under threat

2. We have already changed the way we see the world and how
we work

3. We can capture the good and put it into strategy and policy

4. We can prepare for more changes and more benefits – we
Must!

5. Neuroscience and Cognitive Science shows us why C&R must be
a focus

6. There are many way to hack out brains, just be aware you can is
the best first step!



Discussion


